Fuel Cell ‘Quick-Start’ Service
Getting your fuel cell project off to a
good start – fast!
Ballard’s Quick-Start Service enables system developers to
rapidly ramp-up fuel cell integration capability … by accompanying your recently purchased Ballard fuel cell product with a
supporting introductory knowledge-transfer session. This service
– through which you gain access to key Ballard ‘know-how’ – is
specifically designed for engineers and engineering teams that
want to rapidly and effectively integrate their Ballard fuel cell
product with minimal hurdles.
Ballard’s Quick-Start Service is a low-cost, high-impact four (4)
hour knowledge-transfer session conducted via web
conferencing. Your team meets with a highly knowledgeable
Ballard Applications Engineer for an intensive introduction to
your Ballard product. The session includes a review of key
topics, including:
t Product overview
t Operating conditions
t Safety considerations
t System design
t Mechanical interfaces and packaging
t Material selection
t Electrical interfaces
t Hydrogen delivery design
t Air delivery and ventilation design considerations
t Cooling system design considerations
t High voltage and low voltage design considerations
t Control system strategy
t Fault monitoring strategy
t Failure modes and methods to mitigate
t Diagnostics and troubleshooting
t Maintenance requirements
t End user site requirements

Benefit from Ballard’s expertise and
know-how, gained over 35 years of fuel
cell product development experience

Understanding these issues during the design and development of your fuel cell system
is critical to ensuring a successful integration. Upon completion of this knowledge transfer
session, your team will have a better understanding of early product design choices and
avoid common pitfalls that can damage the fuel cell product.
Benefit from Ballard’s expertise and know-how, gained over 35 years of fuel cell product
development experience. Ballard’s Applications Engineering team has helped customers
successfully integrate fuel cell stacks into thousands of telecom backup systems, forklift
trucks and other applications around the world. We have supported the integration
of more than 50 fuel cell buses, and numerous fuel cell cars. Our team of Applications
Engineers can support you in achieving your product goals on-time and on-budget.

Ballard Power Systems (TSX: BLD)
(NASDAQ: BLDP) provides clean energy fuel
cell products enabling optimized power
systems for a range of applications. Products
deliver incomparable performance, durability
and versatilit y.
To learn how to put fuel cells to work, contact
us at: marketing@ballard.com
or call
(+1) 604.454.0900.

Start your system integration project on the right track with foundational knowledge to
help your team get the most from your Ballard fuel cell product. To learn more, contact
your Account Manager, referencing our “Quick-Start Service.”
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